


Advertising options and rates

For more information on advertising in Hispanatolia, you can contact us by e-mail at
hispanatolia@gmail.com indicating in the subject “Advertising”.

Ads (banners)

An option for those advertisers who want to feature prominently on our website, taking
advantage of the different locations we offer for advertising.

OPTION RATES / MONTH
head megabanner A (960x90) 1300 €
side banner B (260x260) 1000 €
    small banner B (260X130)   *500 €
side banner C (260x260)   *600 €
   small banner C (260X130)   *300 €
*3 months minimum 

 Discount for contracting 12 months of advertising: - 20%

Banner advertising is hired on a monthly basis, unless otherwise noted. 

Sponsored post

Those  companies  or  organizations  seeking  to
include their own post on our website, can do it
by a sponsored post. The content can be created
by their own or can be commissioned to be written
by  Hispanatolia;  it  must  be in  Spanish and be
consistent with our website’s contents; it may also
include an external link to another web of your
interest.

Through  a  sponsored  post,  your  company  or
organization can not only get advertising, but also improve its positioning in search
engines such as Google, thanks to the reference and authority provided by a website
like  Hispanatolia.  You  can  also simply  insert  a  link in  one  of  our  contents.  Just
contact us to know all the options and pricing.

OPTION RATE
Publish sponsored post 180 €
Insert link in an old post (“dofollow”) 110 €
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Sponsorship 

Designed  for  companies  looking  for  a
sponsorship option by associating the image of
your company, brand or product to the website
to increase its diffusion among our public. With
this advertising option, your company will have
the  most prominent banner  in the header  of
each page, also with other advertising options
available. 

For 2.000 €/month any company or entity can
become sponsor of Hispanatolia.

Why advertise in Hispanatolia?

 We are the oldest Spanish daily newspaper about the Turkish world, being the
most visited portal in its category. We enjoy an established reputation and
prestige and are the go-to option for objective and independent news about
Turkey and its region.

 Due  to  the  unique  characteristics  of  our  thematic  portal,  we  are  a
communication bridge between Turkey and the Spanish-speaking world.

 We offer news and updated information to thousands of users who read us
every day, both on our website and on social networks, where we have more
than 40,000 followers.

 Our readers come from Spain but also from countries in Latin America, such
as Mexico, Argentina, Colombia, Chile and Peru, as well as from the United
States. We are also a vital  source of news for  the large  Spanish-speaking
community in Turkey and Spanish-speaking Turks.

 We represent an opportunity to promote your products, brands or services
among our readers and followers.

IMPORTANT: Please contact us for any questions or for more information.

Rates do not include taxes (21% VAT)
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